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The biggest problems of our planet are :
climate changes or global warming and 

pollution especially air pollution.

The biggest pollutants and CO2 emitters are fossil fuels
Only one way to solve this problem is replacing fossil fuels with RES

The most ecological and zero CO2 emitting energy source is Solar energy

Solar energy can be used for producing  electricity from PV , hot water  
from STC or in the last years both from PVT collector 
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SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS GOALS 
What types of solar thermal collectors Camel solar  produced?

› Very high efficiency especially on  higher temperature , eta 0 = 0.84 with the lowest  C2 , less 
than 0.007 and very high power output 1918 W/col

The cheapest KWh/m2 
Integration of collectors in facades and roof or architecture integrated                                                     

- Appearance of the absorber in collector  

Direct flow water from swimming pool with chlorinated  water or salt see 
water  

 Long term stability:
› Solving one of the  biggest problem: decreasing efficiency during the use

 Stability of selective coating 
 Solving  condensation 

 Solving glass transmition by aging ( low soiling and AR coatings)



Camel Solar absorber, the biggest advantage of the 
Camel solar thermal collectors



Types of solar thermal collectors 
produced  by Camel Solar 



Flat plate collectors



Flat plate collector, New solar key mark the highest efficiency



Efficiency curve of new flat plate collector , new solar key 
mark, eta 0 = 0.84 ;eta col.=0,61



Evacuated tubes collectors



Camel Solar  patented vacuum absorbers  , the biggest 
advantage of Camel Solar evacuated collectors



Heat pipe vacuum collectors after 2 year exploitation compare with Camel 
Solar where heat transfer is nearly constant because of patented absorber 



Efficiency curve of Camel Solar evacuated tube collectors



Thermo siphon collector 



Window collectors



Window modules 
Replace glasses in the window or space between glasses on the facade



Window collectors installed on Camel Solar building 



Cu tubes of absorber “in side coated with protective coating” for 
direct circulation in chlorinated or see water swimming pool

Cu tubes in side coated 

or high quality plastic 
pipes

INOX-stainless steel pump



Roof installation of Camel Solar collectors



Case studies of Camel Solar 
Swimming pool in London



Olympic Swimming pool in Skopje



Swimming pool London



Beirut swimming pool



Hotel Sirius



Hotel & spa Tino Ohrid



Private building with swimming pull Dubrovnik Croatia



Private swimming pull Skopje



Private house  in Skopje



Residental building in Skopje



Residental building Soravia - Skopje



Private building in Slovenoia



Hotel Zebra Skopje 



Project  Kosovo



Hotel resort Aurora-Berovo



Solar collectors on Camel Solar Roof combined with air heat pump, 
window façade & hybrid PVT



Window façade collectors installed in existing frame of windows



CASE STUDIES FOR HOSPITAL 
APPLICATIONS



ESCO company from Bulgaria , has installed more than 10 hospitals in 
Bulgaria , using more than 1100 flat plate Camel Solar collectors and combination of Camel 
Solar flat plate collectors plus new type of concentrating collectors from Solaery.
Finalized hospitals: Банкя, Наречен и Овча могила
Current installation of 7 hospitals.
In the moment is installing the biggest recreation center in Pomorie with 400 FPC
All systems are equipped  with full monitoring and web based systems.
Next year we will have first results from the systems. 





New concentrated collectors from Solery



Remedika hospital in Skopje, 
Installed 70 x 2,5m2 FPC  and 11 000 lit water storage.
Solar radiation in Skopje 1450W/m2/year, power out put from FPC=                                       108 
500 kWh/year, x 0.1 Eur/kWh  = 10 850 Eur/year save Eur
CO2 reduction = 108 500 x 0,6 kg/kWh= 65 000 kgCO2/year x 25 x0,8= 1 302 000kgCO2/25 y  
Pay back period =35 000 Eur investment cost /10 500 Eur around = 3.2 year,                                                     
Save energy / 25 year = 2 700 MWh or 271 250 Eur x 0,8 red.coefficient = 200 000 Eur



Camel Solar ltd
Ul.Kacanicki Pat bb, 1000 Skopje
Republic of Macedonia
Tel: + 389 70 205 635
Email: ilija.nasov@hotmail.com

Thank you for your attention 


